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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

The invention relates to grinding wheels, and 
with regard to its more specific features to cut 
ting-off wheels. 
One object of the invention is to provide a, 

sharper cutting-off wheel. Another object of the 
invention is to provide a grinding wheel struc 
ture with abrasive particles oriented SO as to pro 
vide highly effective cutting edges. Another ob 
ject of the invention is to provide a facile method 
for the production of a grinding wheel having 
oriented abrasive. Another object of the inven 
tion is to provide a grinding wheel having ori 
ented abrasive of a sharper quality than has 
hitherto been provided. Another object of the 
invention is to form a grinding Wheel with cut 
ting edges which simulate the action of a lathe. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 
grinding wheel having oriented abrasive of any 
desired thickness. Other objects will be in part 
obvious or in part pointed out hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly consists in the fea 

tures of construction, cornbiriations of elements, 
arrangements of parts, and in the several steps 
and relation and order of each of said steps to 
one or more of the others thereof, all as will be 
illustratively described herein, and the scope of 
the application of which will be indicated in the 
following claims. 

In the accompanying drawing, in which is 
illustrated one of many possible embodiments of 
the mechanical features of this invention, 

Figure is a longitudinal cross sectional view 
of a mold for producing the abrasive aggregates 
used in making the grinding, wheel of the in 
Wention. 

Figure 2 is a transverse sectional view of the 
mold of Figure 1, taken on the line 2-2 of Fig 
ure 1. 
Figure 3 is a perspective view of the abrasive 

stick produced by the mold Of Figures 1 and 2. 
Figure 4 is an elevation of apparatus for break 

ing off short pieces of the stick of Figure 3, there 
by producing abrasive aggregates consisting of 
triangular prisms. 

Figure 5 is a vertical sectional view of a rotat 
ing mold apparatus which is preferably used in 
carrying out the invention. 
Figure 6 is an enlarged view of the mold of 

Figure 5 after it has been filled and just prepara 
tory to pressing. 

Figure is a fragmentary transverse sectional 
view of the completed article. 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary axial sectional view 
of a multilayer grinding wheel constructed in 
accordance with the invention. . 

Referring first to Figures i and 2, I provide 
a nold comprising a rectangular parallelepiped 
outer mold "ring' having a rectangular par 
allelepipedal hole in which are inserted side mold 
Sections and 2 and a top mold member 3 
which is T shaped in cross section, as shown in 
Figure 2. The cavity 4 of the mold terminates 
in a V shaped botton 4, the apex of the dihedral 
angle of which forms the dividing line between 
the side mold sections f and 2. The bottom 
of the top mold plate 3 constitutes an elongated 
narrow plane surface. 

I provide a mixture of abrasive grain and suit. 
able bond. A grinding wheel mixture of any de 
sired type is contemplated by the present in 
vention. Preferably I use vitriable bond, that is 
to Say a mixture of appropriate clays and a tem 
porary binder, if desired. A suitable amount of 
moisture may be incorporated in the mix. Prep 
aration of mixes of clays, temporary binders and 
moisture is well understood in the abrasive art 
and Will not be further described herein. The 
abrasive may be any one of the known types, 
for example silicon carbide, fused alumina, emery, 
corundun, garnet or diamonds. 

Considering a typical example of the inven 
tion, I provide a suitable quantity of fused alu 
mina in grain form of any desired mesh size, 
place this in a mixing pan and wet the grain with 
Water. I then add a powdered mixture of clays, 
for example including ball clay, slip clay and 
feldspar. I then effect a mixing, adding a small 
quantity of temporary binder, such as dextrine, 
during the mixing. 
After this mixing of the abrasive grains and 

the bond is achieved, I place a definite quantity 
of the mixture in the space 4 of the mold of 
Figures i and 2. I then transfer the mold to a 
hydraulic press and press the plate 3 down 
Wardly. I then strip the mold in any suitable 
Way, this mold being readily separable as is ap 
parent from its construction. In pressing the 
mixture in the mold space f4, I may precalcu 
late the volume percentage of abrasive grain and 
bond and pores to achieve a desired structure. 
When the mold parts , 2 and 3 are removed 
from the mold "ring' 0, the pressed mixture 
which is in the form of a "green' abrasive stick 
5 shown in Figure 3 is readily removed. I take 

this stick with others of like character to a 
ceramic kiln and vitrify at an appropriate tem. 
perature, for example of the order of cone 12. 
After the required period of firing, the stick 5 
is a vitrified abrasive stick constituting a tri 
angular prism. In cross section the stick 5 is 
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an equilateral triangle according to the preferred 
form of the invention. 
Referring now to Figure 4, I provide an appa 

ratus comprising an anvil 20 having a hole 2 
therethrough which is triangular in croSS Section 
and just large enough to receive an abrasive stick 
15 with sufficient clearance to provide for ready 
movement of the abrasive stick. The anvil 20 
may be made in two or more parts welded, pinned 
or bolted together for ease of manufacture. At 
the left-hand side of the anvil 20 is attached a 
long support 22 which forms a slideway for a 
ratchet bar 23. The ratchet bar is of a size such 
that it can move into the hole 2. A pawl 24 
pivoted at 25 on a bell crank lever 26 pivoted at 
2 in a fork 28 attached to the Support 22 consti 
tutes means for moving the ratchet bar 23 by the 
distance of one tooth for each actuation of the 
bell crank 26 which may readily be operated by 
hand. A spring 29 normally moves the handle 30 
of the bell crank lever 26 upwardly. This spring 
29 is Supported by a U shaped standard 3 which 
straddles the bell Crank lever 26 and forms an 
upper stop for the bell crank lever 26. A lower 
stop for the bell crank lever 26, is preferably pro 
vided, for example in the form of an angle bar 32 
adjustably fastened at 33 to the support 22. 
The operator may depress the handle portion 

3 of the bell crank lever 26 and thus move the 
ratchet bar 23 to the right by a controlled amount. 
The apparatus further includes a shear rod 35 
supported for vertical movement in a guide block 
36 and normally held in the upper position shown 
by a spring,37. The shear rod 35 has a head 38 
which is of fairly massive construction. With a 
heavy-hammer the operator can strike the head 
38 which will move the rod 35 downwardly, strik 
ing a shearing blow against the projecting portion 
of the vitrified stick 5. By alternately moving 
the bell crank lever 26 with one hand and strik 
ing the head 38, the operator can readily produce 
sheared particles of vitrified abrasive material 
which are of equilateral triangular shape in cross 
section and of relatively short length as compared 
to one of the sides thereof. For example, a tri 
angular prism of a length approximately one half 
of any of its sides may be made in this manner. 
It may be noted that the shape of the hole 2 in 
the anvil 20 is such that the top part is a hori 
zontal plane surface. The action is a shearing 
action and produces nearly a plane surface on the 
fractured pieces of bonded abrasive. These, be 
cause of their resemblance to irregularly shaped 
fragments of bonded abrasive material, I term 
aggregates 40. They differ from previously exist 
ing aggregates in that they are all of regular shape 
and specifically equilateral triangular prisms. 

I further provide a mold rotating apparatus, as 
shown in Figure 5. This may comprise a base 45 . 
in which is supported a journal 46 having a verti 
cal axis in which is located a spindle 4 having 
keyed to its upper portion a table 48. I may pro 
wide a lower journal 49 for thic Spindle 4 and a 
thrust bearing 50. Keyed to the spindle 47 is a 
gear 5f meshing with a pinion 52 fastened to a 
shaft 53 which is journalled in upper and lower 

The pinion 52 may beformed 
on a sleeve 56 with which is also integrally formed 
a bevel gear 5 meshing with a bevel gear 58 se 
cured to the armature shaft of an electric motor 
59. This is preferably a direct current motor 
which is connected by a conductor 60 to a suitable 
source of direct current, Such as a battery 6, the 
other end of which is connected by a conductor 62 
to a rheostat 63, the movable part of which con 

2,148,400 
stitutes a treadle 64 pivoted at 65. The contact 
66 attached to the treadle 64 and constituting part 
of the rheostat 63 is connected by a suitable con 
ductor to a conductor 67 which is connected to the 
other terminal of the motor 59. A suitable spring 
To may be provided normally to hold the treadle 
64 in the upper or full resistance position shown. 
A suitable switch 7 f is interposed in any of the 
conductors forming the motor circuit. 
The operator may cause the table 48 to revolve 

by closing the switch 7 and thereafter may con 
trol its Speed within limits by use of the treadle 
64. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, I provide fur 
ther a more or less conventional mold which may 
comprise an outer supporting plate 72, an annular 
mold ring 73, a mold bottom plate 74, a mold top 
plate 75, an outer top plate 76, and a mold plug 
7. The outer supporting plate 72 has a hole 78 

in which fits a plug 79 fastened to the top of the 
Spindle 4 in order to center the mold on the 
table 48. 

Placing the plug 77 in the bottom plate 74, as 
shown in Figure 5, with the mold ring 73 around 
the bottom plate 74, I insert in the mold and 
against the bottom plate 74, an annular disk of 
unvulcanized rubber compound 80. I then place 
these mold parts on the table 48, as shown in Fig 
ure 5. With the aid of a suitable hopper, shovel, 
trowel or other manual implement, I scoop up a 
quantity of triangular aggregates 4 from a con 
tainer or box in which they may have been col 
lected and dump them into the mold ring 73 on top 
of the rubber on the bottom plate T4... I place in 
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the mold a quantity approximately sufficient to 
form a ring 8 of aggregates 4D, all in contact 
with the mold ring 73. Centrifugal force will 
force the aggregates 40 against the ring T3 and by 
adding or subtracting aggregates 40 and with the 
use of a stick or guide held in the hand, a ring or 
circle 8 of aggregates located close together may 
quickly beformed. The only way that the aggre 
gates 40 can be assembled in a rotating mold in 
close spaced relation is with one side of each 
alternate aggregate nearly tangent to the circle 
of the mold ring 73, as shown. As quickly as one 
row 8 is formed, I introduce more aggregates 40 
and form another row 82. The procedure may be 
repeated for rows 83, 84, 85 and so on until the 
entire mold is filled with aggregates 40 to a depth 
of one layer, all of them being in oriented position, 
as shown in Figure 7. then place another an 
nular disk 00 of unvulcanized rubber compound 
on top of the aggregates 40 and place the top plate 
T5 and outer mold plate 76 in position, as shown 
in Figure 6. I then close the mold in a suitable 
hydraulic press, strip the mold, and remove the 
pressed article and vulcanize it. The result is a 
grinding wheel which is shown in cross section in 
Figure 7, Constituting triangular abrasive aggre 
gates 40 oriented as shown in Figure 7 and bonded 
together with rubber bond. The rubber mixture 
for the annular disks 80 and OO preferably has 
enough Sulphur to form a hard rubber and may 
have a filler comprising a certain quantity of 
abrasive grain in order to increase its hardness. 
In certain cases, however, a rubber mixture having 
no abrasive grain will preferably be used. The 
rubber compound for the disks 80 and OO may 
vary Widely and any of the known formulate for 
manufacturing rubber bond for rubber bonded 
grinding wheels may be used, many such formulae 
now being known to those skilled in this art. 

Considering the action of the abrasive wheel 
of Figure, which is a cutting-off wheel, it will 
be seen that the triangular abrasive aggregates 
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are located so that sharp cutting edges face in 
both circumferential directions and as the wheel 
wears down, new sharp cutting edges are auto 
matically provided. That is to say, as each tri 
angular aggregate 40d, whose flat side is substan 
tially tangent to the periphery is reduced on that 
side by reason of wearing away of the wheel, it 
still presents a cutting edge which is inclined 
thirty degrees to the radius of the wheel at that 
point, this being quite an effective cutting edge. 
Intermediate aggregates 40b whose apexes abut 
the periphery fill the gaps between the other ag 
gregates. They do some cutting on account of 
their abrasive action but the major portion of 
the cutting is done by the aggregates 40d. The 
rubber is forced between the several aggregates 
as the filling method described can be carried 
Out very readily without packing the aggregates 
69 too tightly. The rubber being softer, wears 
away readily and provides a clearness for the 
chips cut from the metal being cut off. 
By simply providing a higher mold ring 3 or 

thicker plates 7 and 75, or both, I can fill the 
Enold of Figures 5 and 6 with a plurality of layers 
of triangular aggregates 46. The top disk 00 
of rubber compound will form the bottom disk 
for the next layer. A wheel so constructed is 
show in the fragmentary cross sectional view 
of Figure 8. This may be used for purposes other 
than cutting-off and preferably is, being particu 
larly adapted for cylindrical or other grinding 
where a relative reciprocatory traverse of wheel 
and work piece is provided. 
One feature of the invention involves the for 

mation and orientation of abrasive particles 
which have cutting edges which will operate sub 
stantially as a lathe tool does, and preferably in 
20th directions so that it is immaterial in which 
direction the wheel is revolved. With this feature 
of advantage is coupled a method of manufac 
tire which can be carried out without expensive 
equipment and at a reasonable labor cost so that 
the wheels shall not cost excessively more than 
those inade by previously known nethods, - 
While the oriented feature described herein i 

detail is a feature of advantage of this invention, 
it will be understood that a triangular prism on 
its side as distinguished from its edge constitutes 
an abrasive particle which presents a sharp edge 
in one direction of rotation however it is Oriented 
and accordingly, So far as certain features of the 
invention are concerned, the shaped aggregates 
Inay be placed in a mold haphazard without 
Orientation and the wheel formed therefrom will 
have excellent cutting properties. 

It will thus be seen that there has been pro 
vided by this invention an article, method and 
apparatus in which the various objects herein 

above set forth together with many thoroughly 
practical advantages are successfully achieved. 
As various possible embodiments might be made 
of the mechanical features of the above inven 
tion and as the art herein described might be 
varied in various parts, all without departing 
from the scope of the invention, it is to be under 
stood that all matter hereinbefore set forth or 
shown in the accompanying drawing is to be in 
terpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting 
SeSe. 

I claira:- 1. A grinding wheel comprising triangular 
abrasive aggregates Oriented with sides tangent to 
concentric circles of the wheel bonded together 
into an integral Whole. 

2. A grinding Wheel comprising abrasive aggre 
gates equilateral triangular prisms in shape and 
a bond holding the aggregates together in an in 
tegral structure with a great number of the tri 
angular prism aggregates oriented so that one 
flat side of each is substantially tangent to a 
concentric circle of the Wheel. 

3. An abrasive body comprising a plurality of 
triangular aggregate prisms in like position and 
a plurality of abrasive aggregate triangular 
prisms in similar opposed position interspersed. 
between the first named triangular prisms in sub 
stantially regular order and bonded together with 
bond. 

4. An abrasive wheel comprising a great nun 
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ber of aggregates each comprising abrasive grains 
bonded with vitrified bond and in the shape of 
equilateral triangular prisms oriented so that 
Substantially one half of the prisms have sides 
tangent to concentric circles Of the wheel and 
the other half of said aggregates are likewise 
oriented, the first half having their apexes 
pointing in Wardly aid the Second half having 
their apexes pointing OutWardly, and organic 
bond holding all of said aggregates together in an 
integra. Wheel. 

5. he method of Raking a grinding wheel 
which comprises pressing a quantity of abrasive 
grain and bond to form a stick which is a trian 
gular prisin, maturing the bond thereof, shearing 
of snail sections of the triangular prism to form 
abrasive aggregates of Small thickness as respects 
any side thereof, and constituting triangular 
prisms in shape, providing a rotating mold, filling 
the Enold slowly with aggregates to form a ring 
thereof against the periphery of the mold, con 
tinuing the filling to form additional rings until 
the noid is fied, incorporating suitable bond to 
bond the aggregates together, pressing and na 

ring. 
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